One hopeful future for liberation theology may be as a leaven, a spur to the conscience, in a predominantly non-liberation theological academy. Liberation theologies, and their near relatives in constructive theology, will never die; but neither is there any immediate prospect of their taking over the mainstream, in either teaching or publication. For as liberation theologies defined themselves, the postliberal reaction was already brewing. That reaction has become the regnant orthodoxy of the theological academy. In that context, some of the most exciting theology being done today is methodologically under the broad postliberal umbrella, but understands itself as responsible to the theo-ethical force of the liberation movement.

It is difficult to speak of liberation theology as a whole, for it is profoundly internally diverse. This paper treats it as a distinctive movement in history, a broad but still definable collection of commitments, methodologies, contexts, and major personalities. Particular liberation theologies are distinct from one another, but they share, to some extent, a mutually comprehensible movement consciousness.

The liberation theology movement has addressed itself wisely and prophetically to the theological mainstream, whose subject was presumptively White, gender- and sexually-normative men of great social privilege. Hence, the genesis of liberation theologies. The earliest stages of the movement were marked by the theological critique of White supremacy, imperialism, misogyny, homophobia; and by the identification of these demonic strongholds as not only great ills of humanity, but as theological errors. A classic statement is the early Cone:

The sickness of the Church in America is intimately involved with the bankruptcy of American theology. When the Church fails to live up to its appointed mission, it means that theology is partly responsible. Therefore, it is impossible to criticize the Church and its lack of relevance without criticizing theology for its failure to perform its function.

The following pages of Black Theology and Black Power make explicit the Barthian substructure here—a substructure Cone later distanced himself from, and which other liberation theologies did not necessarily share. The critique, however, was clear; and Cone, for one, has not backed down from it. The theological academy was not only in sin for its complicity and complacency in the face of those evils. It stood accused of idolatry. Theology had failed clearly to name the Christian God as the Liberator with respect to those ills. That accusation came, moreover, in the formal languages of academic theology itself. From the mainstream’s perspective, it was faced with a challenge it had, somehow, to meet.

In its institutional form, liberation theology has served as a reform movement within the theological academy more than a revolution to tear that academy down and replace it. It is certainly possible to argue that the true home of liberation theology was in the base communities, the churches, and the streets; but I speak here of liberation theology’s academic face, the one speakable in the Union Seminary Quarterly Review. That liberation theology founded professional societies and working groups, but we cannot point to major new seminaries the movement founded, or to mainstream institutions that heard the word and closed their doors in shame. We can point, rather, to some institutions that the movement touched and reshaped, Union Seminary among them.

Some reform movements succeed by joining the institutions they criticized. Judging that success, in the case of this movement, is difficult, for the reception of liberation theology by the theological academy has been strikingly uneven. Individual liberationists teach in a wide variety of contexts, but it is quite possible to have a mainstream theology faculty without any committed liberationist voice. Who is the liberation theologian at Yale? At Princeton Theological Seminary? At Harvard?

Contrast that situation to postliberalism, the academic orthodoxy that has followed liberationism. Its success is harder to measure objectively; a broad attempt follows. Who are the postliberals? Peter Ochs provides one possible canon in his Another Reformation—to wit: George Lindbeck, Robert Jenson, Stanley Hauerwas, John Howard Yoder, David Ford, and John Milbank. One can always quibble with a list, but the common themes here are clear enough. They would insist on the irreducible particularity of the Christian witness, as expressed in the utterly distinct community we call Church. They draw together into that theme seemingly disparate interests in patristics; in Faith and Order ecumenism; in Christian narrative, language, and practice; and in the later work and legacy of Karl Barth. Ochs’ book, a treatise on anti-supercensionism in postliberalism, plausibly suggests another such theme. Indeed, all of these themes are prefigured more or less explicit.
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Liberation theology has been defined above as a movement, and postliberalism as an orthodoxy. The lack of parallelism between them seems clear enough. Academic liberation theologians are likely to be highly conscious of their movement status, to claim and proclaim it. Postliberals, for their part, hold at least a diffident relationship to that label: There is no "Postliberal Theology Group" in the American Academy of Religion, for instance. Liberation theologians are sometimes eager to discover extra-academic and pre-sixties liberation theologians—I am thinking here in particular of Gayraud Wilmore's historical work on Black Religion and Black Radicalism, or in a more apologetic mode, of John Boswell's classic retrievals of premodern queer Christian history. Postliberals have engaged no equivalent project, preferring in their historical mode to adopt a rhetoric of neutral discernment.

What is the relation between the liberation theology movement and the postliberal orthodoxy it presently confronts? One hopeful answer appears in a knot of mainstream, broadly postliberal theologians who nevertheless display a sense of theological accountability to the liberation challenge. They include Kathryn Tanner, J. Kameron Carter, Eugene Rogers, and Sarah Coakley. None of them is quite a movement figure, doing liberation theology as such; but all of them, this paper will argue, theologize as though responsible for human liberation.

Sometimes, that responsibility comes through in the theologian's textual interlocutors. In that category, this analysis would put Coakley and Carter. As of this writing, Coakley's major work is still the essay collection Powers and Submissions. Those essays, though almost twenty years old in some cases, have held up well. Mostly centered on gender, they relate that trope to kenois, subjectivity, epistemology, embodiment, and the social trinity. Their freshness comes from their sense of ethical and spiritual urgency, a sense that comes in turn from Coakley's feminism. Most of the essays are explicitly framed as responses to classic feminist interventions in theology and philosophy: to Mary Daly, Rosemary Radford Ruether, Judith Butler. She finds more value in traditional formulations and dogmas than do her feminist sources, but her characteristic move is to affirm both the patriarchic and the feminist position in a form neither of them would have originated. It would be false to suggest, therefore, that Coakley's syntheses are always acceptable to all feminists. (On that point, the reception of her forthcoming multi-volume systematic theology is likely to be decisive.) Rather, her ingenuous engagement of feminist liberation is what makes her rather postliberal theology compelling.

Carter, likewise, has one major work to his name, his Race: A Theological Account. Structurally, the book is built around a critique of post-Enlightenment racialization from two sources: Patristic Christology on the one hand, the Black church on the other, including both early modern and twentieth-century sources from the latter. Carter's use of patristic and early-modern Black sources is studiously naïve, an act of outright reclamation. His response to the twentieth-century theologians and theorists of race is more complex. In brief, he finds their formulations helpful and even correct, as far as they go, but he sees all of them as insufficiently theological: "[t]he black religious academy has yet to really plumb the theological depths of modernity's racial problematic," he argues in his opening summary. To see modernity's ills as theological error first of all is postliberal through and through. The move is familiar in postliberal precursors like MacIntyre, and in exemplars like Lindbeck and Milbank, the latter Carter's teacher at Virginia. To identify racism as a core theological error, however, betrays the decisive influence of Black liberation theology. Carter's careful handling of figures like West and Cone suggests he knows it.

The other two figures named above, Kathryn Tanner and Eugene Rogers, are responsive to liberation movements, not in their choice of ancestors, but in their contemporary engagements. Demographically, they have much in common. Both are White, gay Episcopalians who hold Yale Ph.Ds. Theologically, they share a profound tentativeness in their engagement with earlier movement work. Rogers' Sexuality and the Christian Body, though an eloquent exposition of a progay theology of marriage, has nothing whatever to say about most of the works
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Patrick Cheng would classify as “liberation.” TANNER’s core dogmatic works, *Jesus, Humanity, and the Trinity and Christ the Key*, are likewise without substantial reference to queer or feminist forebears.

The clue, for these theologians, is rather in their church engagement. When writing for a church audience, rather than the theological academy, their concerns are recognizably those of a left-liberal version of the liberation movements. TANNER’s most popularly-written work to date is *Economy of Grace*, a critique of capitalism substantially to the left of most pulpits but instantly usable in those that take it up. ROGERS was the major drafter of a widely-circulated report supporting same-sex marriage in the Episcopal Church. In that light, I would suggest, a rereading of their formal theology will find that, while it never salutes the movement flag, it is trying, albeit in a liberal, individualized fashion, to advance versions of movement aims, in ways that only the movement made possible. It is quite easy to question their movement affiliation as such, but not, I think, which side they are on.

A longer treatment of this theme might fruitfully examine the case of some of the left-wing postliberals here as well—Rowan Williams, Stanley Hauerwas, Graham Ward. It would have been easier, a decade ago, to make a case for those three as responsible in some way to liberation movements. Their use of their subsequent prominence, however, suggests to me that their commitment is of a different order.

No: If the work of liberation-touched mainstream scholars like those analyzed above is life-giving, it is because they have heard and responded deeply to the liberation critique. That is true, not mainly at the social-ethical level (is Coakley an activist?), but theologically. The core liberation-theological claim, the prophetic insight swathed in regalia, is that non-liberative dogmatics represents first of all a theological failure. Put positively, that claim means a more complete and truthful Christian theology is possible only if theologians can hear the insights and voices of all God’s children.

As argued above, the constructive results have begun to bear out this claim. Where there is life, excitement, and intellectual creativity in theology today, it is either explicitly liberationist, or else responsible and responsive to liberation critique. Coakley’s systematic theology, the most hotly anticipated in a generation, would be impossible without her feminist forebears. CARTER is critical of James Cone and Cornel West, but in informal settings he is devastating on John Milbank. The dialogue between Tanner and Catherine Keller on creation ex nihilo is a model for how liberation-constructive and left-orthodox theologies can inform and strengthen one another. ROGERS’ work on marriage and the Trinity is even reaching the churches!

Liberation theology’s future, in part, is therefore to leaven the loaf of traditional dogmatics. It reopens cold cases by bringing new and needed evidence to bear. For subjects like the life of the Trinity or the resurrection body, Scripture is ambiguous, reason stupefied, and tradition cautious or useless. Apophasis is our friend, but liberation makes a cataphatic approach possible too. We have more bodies and souls to learn from than ever before. Not all are called as prophets, but non-liberation theology has no future without liberation. That work of God is not identical with the historical movement of liberation theology, but to seek the former while ignoring the latter seems obviously shortsighted.

All Christian theology worthy of its Namesake should liberate, including that which is not explicitly named as liberation theology. Liberation is a work of the Holy Spirit, made evident in human lives—which is to say, it is a matter of fact. More tendentiously: Theology liberates when God elects it to liberate. That reality does not make us irresponsible. We as theologians are called “to break every yoke”; and if we fail to do so, we fail at the task of theology. Nevertheless, that success or failure is, in certain important respects, out of our hands. It is not ours to determine. We are judged—we are all judged—by those who can tell whether the people are freer today than yesterday. We cannot guarantee the liberating character of our work by method. As theologians, we are subject not only to God, but on earth, to the prophets and the wise.
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